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a b s t r a c t

We systematically study the morphology, size and dispersion of TiB2 particles formed in-situ from FeeTi

eB based melts, as well as their chemical composition, crystal structure and mechanical properties. The

effects of 5 wt.% additions of Cr, Ni, Co, Mo, W, Mn, Al, Si, V, Ta, Nb and Zr, respectively, as well as

additional annealing treatments, were investigated in order to derive guidelines for the knowledge based

alloy design of steels with an increased stiffness/density ratio and sufficiently high ductility. All alloying

elements were found to increase the size of the coarse primary TiB2 particles, while Co led to the most

homogeneous size distribution. The size of the eutectic TiB2 constituents was decreased by all alloying

additions except Ni, while their aspect ratio was little affected. No clear relation between chemical

composition, crystal structure and mechanical properties of the particles could be observed. Annealing of

the as-cast alloys slightly increased the size of the primary particles, but at the same time strongly

spheroidised the eutectics. Additions of Co and Cr appear thus as the best starting point for designing

novel in-situ high modulus metal matrix composite steels, while using Mn in concert with thermo-

mechanical processing is most suited to adapt the matrix' microstructure and optimise the particle/

matrix co-deformation processes.

© 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Weight reduction represents one of the major challenges for

structural materials design. Respective key material properties are

not only high strength in order to reduce the wall thickness and

hence volume of the part, but also a low density (r) and simulta-

neously a high Young's modulus (E) for improved stiffness. Metal-

matrix-composites (MMC's) are of special interest in this light, as

they allow blending the property profiles of strong, ductile and

toughmetallic matrices with stiff and low-density ceramic particles

[1,2].

Iron (Fe)-based MMC's, also termed high modulus steels (HMS),

are especially attractive, as Fe not only exhibits a similar specific

modulus (E/r) as f. e. aluminium (about 25 GPa g cm�3), but

additionally offers widely scalable mechanical properties due to its

multitude of equilibrium and non-equilibrium phase trans-

formations, low production costs and simple recyclability [3,4].

Titanium diboride (TiB2) has received considerable attention as a

respective particle material for HMS design, as it is very effective (E/

r about 125 GPa g cm�3), can form a strong interface with steel

matrices, and, most importantly, can be synthesised in-situ from

FeeTieBmelts or powder agglomerates in a pseudo-binary eutectic

reaction [5e9]. While the liquid metallurgy production of such

FeeTiB2 in-situ HMS is thus readily possible, the significantly

reduced ductility of such composite materials remains a major

challenge. A variety of effects was observed to entail brittleness of

in-situ metal matrix composite steels: first, the large volume frac-

tion of the ceramic phase, which is required to achieve the desired

effect on E/r can lead to intrinsically brittle percolation paths

through the material. Second, many of the ceramic particles are

characterised by sharp-edged shapes which can promote damage

initiation. Third, in situ formed ceramic particles in the steel matrix

tend to coarsen during the synthesis which facilitates particle

fracture upon loading [10e16].

While it was recently shown that the morphology and size of

TiB2 particles can be effectively influenced by tailoring the solidi-

fication kinetics [17], another promising pathway to increase the

mechanical performance of novel HMS is to utilise alloying
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additions and thermal/thermo-mechanical processing: As is well

established in steel design, alloying elements may be chosen to

alter the constitution, phase transformation kinetics, transport

coefficients, interface energies, interface cohesion and thus the

resultant deformation processes of both, the particles and the

metallic matrix [18e20]. In HMS, through some of the effects

mentioned above, the alloying elements may also change the par-

ticle size and morphology, as f. e. shown in grey cast iron or AleSi

alloys, where the graphite and Si-particles, respectively, are dras-

tically affected by even small additions of e. g. calcium or strontium

[21e24]. Furthermore, also the intrinsic properties of the ceramic

particles may be affected by possible incorporation of alloying el-

ements within TiB2. Thermal processing such as annealing treat-

ments (possibly combined with mechanical processing via f. e.

rolling) may enhance the associated elemental partitioning of the

alloying elements and, most importantly, lead to significant

changes not only of the matrix microstructure but also of the par-

ticle morphology and heterophase interface properties. Similar ef-

fects have been exploited for improving the toughness of high

carbon steels through the spheroidisation of hyper-eutectoid

cementite lamellae achieved by carefully tuned annealing param-

eters [3,4]. The combined effects of alloying elements and pro-

cessing with the aim to alter matrix and particles can thus be

systematically utilized to optimise the co-deformation processes

occurring when mechanically loading the composite material, thus

opening novel pathways for the design of HMS with superior pro-

files of their physical and mechanical properties.

2. Objective

The objective of this work is to systematically elucidate the ef-

fects associated with alloying additions and annealing treatments

on the size, morphology, chemical composition, mechanical prop-

erties and crystal structure of TiB2 particles formed in-situ during

solidification of FeeTieB based melts. The derived knowledge aims

at contributing to the development of guidelines for the

mechanism-based alloy design of HMS.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Alloy production

All alloys presented in this study are of the base composition

Fee10.10 Tie3.86 B (wt.%). This represents a hypereutectic

composition according to the pseudo-binary FeeTiB2 phase dia-

gram, corresponding to a TiB2 fraction of about 20 vol.% [17]. The Ti/

B ratio was chosen higher than the exact stoichiometric composi-

tion required for TiB2 in order to suppress the formation of Fe bo-

rides [5]. Synthesis was performed by arc-melting 20 g charges of

high purity (>99.99%) metals under an argon atmosphere (four

times flipping them upside down and remelting for thoroughly

homogenisation) on a water cooled copper plate, resulting in a

cooling rate at a rate of about 5 K s�1 [17]. The following elements

were added by 5 wt.% each to the above listed base composition:

chromium (Cr), nickel (Ni), cobalt (Co), molybdenum (Mo), tung-

sten (W), manganese (Mn), aluminium (Al), silicon (Si), vanadium

(V), tantalum (Ta), niobium (Nb) and zirconium (Zr). These ele-

ments were selected as they represent common alloying additions

of steels and can be expected to interact with the TiB2 formation

[3,25,26].

While the emphasis of this study lies on the alloying influence

on the resultant microstructures and mechanical properties in the

as-cast state, the effects of additional heat treatments was also

evaluated for some selected alloys. For this purpose, samples con-

taining Al, Mn, Co, Cr and Mo, respectively, as well as the base alloy,

were additionally annealed at 1100  C for 24 h under argon fol-

lowed by water quenching to room temperature.

3.2. Characterisation

Cross sections of the button shaped specimenwere cut by spark

erosion and prepared by grinding and polishing with standard

metallographic techniques. The microstructures were investigated

by scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Jeol JSM 6490) for imaging

and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD; Jeol JSM-6500F; TSL

OIM analysis software 7.2.0). Chemical analysis was performed as

qualitative mappings with energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy

(EDX; JSM 6490) in the SEM and quantitatively with an electron

probe micro analyzer (EPMA; Jeol JXA-8100, acceleration voltage

15 kV, working distance of 10 mm) with at least 15 measurements

each. The crystallographic structural analysis was performed by X-

ray diffraction on a Seifert Type ID3003 using Co Ka radiationwith a

wavelength of 1.78897 ! 10�10 m. Rietveld refinement in MAUD

version 2.33 software was utilised to calculate the cell parameters

of TiB2, using the harmonic texture model to refine the texture.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM; Jeol-2200FS) was per-

formed on samples of selected alloys prepared with a focused ion

beam system (FIB; FEI Helios Nanolab 600i).

Morphology, fraction and size of particles were evaluated by

image analysis using the ImageJ software package. We distinguish

between particles stemming from primary solidification (coarse,

polygonal) and eutectic decomposition (fine, lamellar). The ana-

lyses were performed on SEM backscatter electron contrast images

at magnifications of 500! for primary and 1000! for eutectic

particles, corresponding to areas of 51.3 ! 103 and 13.35! 103 mm2,

respectively.

The mechanical properties, i.e. hardness and reduced Young's

modulus (Er) of primary TiB2 particles (i.e. those being large enough

to be tested) and matrix were probed by nanoindentation using a

Hysitron triboindenter and a Berkovich-type indenter at a load of

1000 mN. A minimum of 15 indents were placed in at least three

differently oriented particles and matrix grains, respectively. The Er
values were derived from the slope of the loadedisplacement curve

during unloading according to Olivier and Pharr [27].

Liquidus, eutectic and solidus temperatures were calculated by

thermodynamic equilibrium calculations using ThermoCalc soft-

ware and the TCFE7 BeTieFe database with adapted ternary pa-

rameters in the liquid phase (supplied by ThermoCalc, Sweden).

All scatter shown for particle sizes andmorphology, hardness, Er
and chemical concentrations represent minimum and maximum

values.

4. Results

4.1. Morphology and size

Examples of typical characterisation results from the base alloy,

i.e. without any alloying additions, are compiled for the as-cast

state in Fig. 1. SEM micrographs at different magnifications

(Fig.1a) show the coarse primary TiB2 particles in square, triangular

and hexagonal shapes (top image) and eutectic TiB2 constituents

(bottom image) mostly in form of sharp-edged lamellas as well as

in irregular ‘flower’ or star-like shapes. This deterioration from a

strictly regular lamellar morphology as formed under equilibrium

conditions can be expected in view of the accelerated solidification

rate of the synthesis route chosen here [17]. The measured total

particle fraction (primary plus eutectic) of 17.6 vol.% is slightly

below the predicted value of 20%. EBSD analysis (Fig. 1b, both maps

superimposed with image quality data in grey scale) showed no

evidence of intermetallic compounds in the base alloy (phase map
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on the left) and a random orientation distribution of the TiB2 par-

ticles (inverse pole figure map on the right).

As can be seen from the set of low magnification SEM images

compiled in Fig. 2 to provide an overview on the different elemental

effects, alloying additions leave the shape and morphology of the

primary TiB2 particles almost unaffected in the as-cast state, with

the exception of Zr, which leads to the formation of large needle-

like structures. The size of the primary particles, however, is pro-

foundly changed by the addition of alloying elements (Fig. 3): All

elements were observed to increase the primary particles size, with

Cr, Co, Mo, W and Mn causing the smallest coarsening (average size

about 50e100 mm2). Additions of V and especially Zr result in the

largest primary particles with average sizes of about 500 mm2. Co

led to the most homogeneous size distribution, i.e. the smallest

scatter. Higher magnification images of the eutectic TiB2 particles

(Fig. 4), on the other hand, show much more diverse effects of the

alloying additions. Themorphology varies nowgreatly and includes

irregular, needle-like, star-shaped as well as rounded particles.

Corresponding image analysis (Fig. 5) reveals significant changes

concerning size (Fig. 5a) and aspect ratio (Fig. 5b) of the eutectic

constituents: All alloying additions except Ni slightly decreased

their size. Compared to the primary particles, however, the induced

variations are not as pronounced, with average values lying be-

tween about 0.5 and 3 mm2. The aspect ratio of the eutectics par-

ticles is less affected by the alloying additions. Cr, Mo, Mn, Al, V and

Ta additions slightly decrease the average values, while Ni, Co, Si,

Nb and Zr increase them and W shows no significant effect. Ni

additions led to the highest and Mo to the smallest scatter in the

aspect ratio of the eutectic particles. Alloying with Cr led to the

most homogeneous distribution of the eutectic particles across the

entire specimen.

The effects of annealing on the microstructure of FeeTiB2 based

composite steels are compiled in Fig. 6. As exemplified for Co

addition in the micrographs compiled in Fig. 6a, two trends can be

observed: With the exception of the base alloy, the primary parti-

cles coarsened by about 20e50 mm2, with Mn additions causing the

largest relative growth (Fig. 6b). The often inter-connected and

sharp-edged eutectic particles inherited from the as-cast state, on

the other hand, spheroidised and lost their network-like structure

during annealing except for the case of Mo (Fig. 6c). The relative

decrease was most pronounced in conjunction with the base alloy

and the Co alloyed sample, i.e. after annealing the eutectic particles

exhibited an aspect ratio of about 2, close to the ones observed in all

of the other alloys investigated here.

4.2. Chemical composition

Qualitative EDX mappings of as-cast samples revealed three

different types of effects of the alloying elements: (i) the element is

rejected (i.e. not dissolved) by the TiB2 particles (Ni, Co, Mn, Al, Si),

(ii) the element is homogeneously distributed within the particles

(Cr, Mo) and (iii) the element is gradually adsorbed into the parti-

cles (W, V, Ta, Nb, Zr) creating kinetic transient states and chemi-

cally graded particles. These three types of effects, which hold true

for both eutectic and primary TiB2 particles, are quantitatively

exemplified in Fig. 7, where the SEM image (top), Ti-concentration

(green, middle) and alloying element distribution (red, bottom) are

shown for additions of Al (Fig. 7a; rejection), Mo (Fig. 7b; homo-

geneous dissolution) and W (Fig. 7c; gradual dissolution), respec-

tively. The chemical compositions of both, the primary TiB2
particles and the solid solution matrix in the as-cast state were

quantified by EPMA measurements as shown in Fig. 8. All particles

contain between 0.2 and 0.9, within the base alloy up to 2.3 at% Fe.

Alloying elements which are dissolved in the particles (homoge-

neously or gradually) substitute Ti, which is most pronounced for

Nbwith up to 6.6 at%. All these elements present higher scatter due

to gradual adsorption of the element in the particle (Fig. 7). In case

of the ‘rejected’ alloying additions, less than 0.02 at% were detected

and the dissolved Fe substitutes B rather than Ti. The amount of Ti

and B remains in the stoichiometric range for TiB2. Those elements

rejected by the particles are consequently found in higher con-

centration in the ferritic matrix (Fig. 8b). This holds true as well for

Ti in all alloys due to the chosen over-stoichiometric Ti/B ratio. In

case of Nb and Ta, noticeable amounts of B were also found in the

matrix (exceeding the solubility of B in a Fe), most probably due to

small boride particles in the probed volume. The matrix composi-

tion of the Cr-alloyed sample could not be probed due to the ho-

mogeneous dispersion of eutectic particles throughout the matrix

Fig. 1. SEM Characterisation results for the base alloy in the as-cast state. (a) Micrographs of at different magnifications, (b) EBSD phase identification/image quality map (left) and

inverse pole figure/image quality maps with corresponding orientations triangles (right).
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(Fig. 4a), affecting the measured values. Analysis of elemental dis-

tributions after annealing (not shown here) revealed only minor

changes compared to the as-cast state, i.e. a slight evening out of

the concentration gradients in case of the gradually dissolved

elements.

Unlike for the base alloy without alloying additions (Fig. 1),

phases additional to the ferritic matrix and TiB2 appear to have

formed already in the as-cast state, as indicated for example in case

of Mo additions by the SEM images (Fig. 2d and Fig. 4d) and EDX

mappings (Fig. 7b). While a comprehensive characterisation of all

alloys studied here is out of the focus and exceeds the limitations of

this work, exemplary results for the Zr-containing alloy are shown

in Fig. 9. On the backscatter electron contrast SEM images (Fig. 9a),

an additional phase with brighter contrast than the ferritic matrix

and TiB2 can be observed. TEM analysis (Fig. 9b) revealed this phase

to be of the Laves type Fe2(ZrxTi1ex) with Zr concentrations of about

12 at%.

4.3. Crystal structure and mechanical properties

XRD investigations were performed to gain insight into possible

changes of the crystal structure of TiB2 particles due the observed
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Fig. 2. SEM BEC micrographs of FeeTiB2 based composite steels with different alloying additions in the as-cast state.
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alteration in chemical composition induced by the addition of

alloying elements. Precise analysis of all alloys of this study, how-

ever, was hindered by the aforementioned presence of additional

phases, mostly Laves phases and other intermetallic compounds,

detected in case of Mo, W, Al, Ta, Nb and Zr additions, as well as by

the overlapping of maximum intensity peaks of TiB2 with a-Fe as

the major constituent (matrix). This is visualised in Fig. 10a, where

the XRD spectra of alloys with V, Nb and Zr additions are plotted

Fig. 4. SEM BEC micrographs of the eutectic areas of FeeTiB2 based composite steels with different alloying additions in the as-cast state.

Fig. 5. Eutectic TiB2 particle size (a) and aspect ratio (b) for different alloying additions in the as-cast state.
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together with that obtained from the base alloy (all in the as-cast

state). Only in case of these three elements, which were also dis-

solved to a substantial amount within the TiB2 (Fig. 8a), noticeable

changes in the TiB2 peak positions could be observed. Rietveld

analysis of the shifts of those TiB2 peaks (2q ¼ 67.288 , 72.357 ,

81.156 , 81.402 , 85.953 , 94.756 , 108.110 , 112.375 and 127.843 )

was performed to derive the corresponding lattice parameters a

and c as shown in Fig. 10b: While a stays virtually constant, c is

slightly decreased by the V addition compared to the value found

for the base alloy, and increased by alloying with Zr. No shifts of the

a-Fe (matrix) peaks could be observed except in case of Al, which

can be attributed to ordering effects [28].

Nanoindentation results for the mechanical properties, i.e.

hardness and reduced Young's modulus (Er) values, are compiled in

Fig. 11 for samples in the as-cast state. The TiB2 particles (Fig. 11a) of

the base alloy yield nanohardness values between 15 and 40 GPa

(average about 32 GPa) and Er values ranging from 290 to 440 GPa.

The average value of 395 GPa (corresponds to E ¼ 399 GPa at a

Poisson ratio of 0.099) is considerably lower than the 515 GPa re-

ported in the literature for polycrystalline TiB2 [29]. The effect of

the alloying-induced changed stoichiometry (Fig. 8) on the Poisson

ratio of TiB2 remains the subject of future research. Together with

the relatively high scatter, this demonstrates the general difficulties

to accurately probe Er values by indentation methods, here

rendered additionally challenging by the effects of testing relatively

small particles being embedded in a much softer and elastically

compliant matrix [30]. Nonetheless, relative trends can still be

evaluated and described as follows: Al, Si and especially Mn slightly

increase, while Co, W and most pronounced Ta decrease the Er
values compared to those of the particles formed in the base alloy.

Nanohardness of the particles is slightly increased by all alloying

additions except V and Ta, which give lower values. These alloying-

induced changes, however, are less pronounced than the Er alter-

ations, and almost all lie within the scatter of the base alloy data.

With respect to the matrix (Fig. 11b), all alloying additions increase

its nanohardness, which is expected in view of solid solution

strengthening effects and/or the formation of additional phases

such as intermetallic compounds. As with the EPMA measure-

ments, the even dispersion of small eutectic particles did not allow

to probe the respective matrix of the Cr-alloyed sample. While the

Er values of the matrices show considerable differences between

the respective alloying variants, all of them lie within the scatter of

Fig. 6. Effect of annealing on the size and morphology of TiB2 particles: (a) SEM BEC micrographs of Co additions at different magnifications. Primary particle size (b) and eutectic

particle aspect ratio (c) in the as-cast state (left) and after annealing (right), respectively.
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a calibration experiment, performed on a pure Fe samplewithmore

than 5000 indents. Furthermore, the Er values are most probably

additionally affected by the presence of small (eutectic) particles in

the probed volume. Hence, the effects of alloying elements on the

matrix contribution to the E value of a given composite needs to be

evaluated by suitable techniques on bulk materials without particle

Fig. 7. Qualitative SEM EDX analysis exemplifying the three cases of different alloying elements distribution in the as-cast state: (a) no dissolution in the TiB2 particles; (b) ho-

mogeneous dissolution and (c) gradual dissolution.

Fig. 8. Quantitative EPMA analysis for the distribution of alloying elements in the as-cast state.
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additions [31,32]. The gradual dissolution observed for some

alloying elements (Fig. 7) did not lead to a corresponding gradual

change in mechanical properties across the TiB2 particles, the

derived values remained in the scatter of measurements in the

centre of particles.

5. Discussion

5.1. Relationship between microstructure and mechanical

properties

Of all the alloying elements chosen in this study, Cr, Mo, V, Ta, Nb

and Zr were dissolved at noticeable concentrations in the TiB2
particles (partially or gradually; Figs. 7 and 8). This is expected in

view of numerous previous findings where Ti and other transition

metals of similar position in the periodic system were shown to

form diborides over a wide solubility range [25,33,34]. However,

only for the case of V, Nb and Zr, which were dissolved to the largest

extent (Fig. 8), noticeable changes of the particles' crystal structures

could be observed (Fig. 10b). The layered hexagonal structure of

TiB2 exhibits a c/a ratio of 1.067, as the considerably smaller atomic

radius of B (80 pm) compared to that of Ti (146 pm) consequently

shortens the c-axis compared to the ideal c/a ratio of 1.63 for a hcp

unit cell [29,35]. Our EPMA results indicate that the dissolved ele-

ments replace Ti (thus changing the stoichiometry of the particles;

Fig. 8), and consequently their atomic radius in relation to Ti cor-

relates well with the observed structural changes: While Nb, which

has a similar atomic radius as Ti (146 pm), leaves the c-axis virtually

unchanged compared to the base alloy, the smaller V (134 pm)

elongates and the larger Zr (159 pm) increases the length of the c-

axis, respectively. As the a-axis values remained virtually unaf-

fected, these changes directly affect the c/a values (Fig. 10b).

However, these structural changes do not translate directly to the

observed changes in mechanical properties of the particles

(Fig. 11a): The non-dissolved elements, i.e. Ni, Co, Mn, Al and Si,

showed stronger effects on the Er values than the dissolved ele-

ments in those cases where structural changes could be measured

with sufficiently high precision. It should be noted though that the

results of this study are affected by the limitations caused by the

given microstructures and respective characterisation techniques.

This holds true for the XRD experiments, and especially for the

measurements of Er with nanoindentation techniques. The latter

exhibit a large scatter even for bulk Fe (Fig. 11b), as the determi-

nation of Er is highly susceptible to the loading conditions, i.e.

increased sensitivity to surface effects with lower loads and

increasing ‘pile-up’-induced error with larger loads [36]. This

highlights the importance of sufficient statistics when probing

materials stiffness with indentation methods, as the average value

of 208 GPa corresponds well with literature data for Fe [1]. When

probing composite materials such as HMS, additional factors such

as the presence of small eutectic borides in the probed volume and

alloying-induced stiffness of the matrix need to be taken into ac-

count. However, while keeping these limitations in mind, and the

generally raised complexity of reliably measuring materials stiff-

ness, whicheirrespective of the used techniqueeis often associated

with higher scatter than measurements of other material proper-

ties [32], the scatter of the values suggests that not too strong ef-

fects of alloying additions on the particles and consequently the

HMS's physical propertieseexcept of course for respective effects

on the matrix [31]ecan be expected.

Additional phases beyond the solid solution a-Fe matrix and the

precipitate TiB2 have formed for several alloying additions (Figs. 2,

7 and 9) as can be expected in view of the comparatively high

amount of alloying contents and their corresponding binary phase

diagrams with Fe. Most common are ordering phenomena (f. e. in

case of Al) or Laves phases (f. e. in case of Mo, Nb, Ta or Zr), as

confirmed by our results (Fig. 9). A comprehensive study of all

phases is complex in view of the large number of alloys from this

work, especially in view of the not unambiguously determined

FeeTiB2 phase diagram (let alone the inclusion of alloying ele-

ments). As it thus goes beyond the limitations of this work, which is

focused on the effect of alloying elements on the TiB2 particles as

the basis of alloy design; such investigations are subject of future

investigations with higher resolution techniques in more detail on

specific alloy compositions. The formation of additional Ti-rich

phaseseeither in the as-cast state or during annealing proc-

essesemay lower the fraction of TiB2 particles and consequently

lead to the formation of other borides.

5.2. Consequences for alloy design of high modulus steels

A wide range of FeeTiB2 based MMC's could be successfully

produced by in-situ liquid metallurgy synthesis. The chosen

Fig. 9. High resolution microstructure characterisation of the FeeTieBeZr alloy in the

as-cast state. SEM BEC micrograph (a) and corresponding TEM analysis with STEM

HAADF micrograph and SAD patterns.
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techniques including electric arc melting and rapid solidification

generally results in deterioration of the particles' morphology

compared to those obtained under equilibrium conditions (espe-

cially of the eutectic constituents), but on the other hand represents

industrially realistic solidification conditions and, more impor-

tantly, ensures a relatively even distribution of the primary parti-

cles [17]. The observed clustering of primary particles (Fig. 1) is

linked to agglomeration in the melt caused by density-induced

floatation [17] and/or sympathetical nucleation [37].

In view of the rather small effects of alloying elements on the

properties of the TiB2 particles (i. e. that most values fall within the

scatter of the base alloy data; Fig. 10a), the chemically induced

drastic change morphology of the TiB2 particles (Figs. 2e5)e

together with the associated consequences for the matrix proper-

tiesecan be regarded as the dominant factor for the mechanical

properties of the bulk alloy. In grey cast Fe alloys f. e., which may be

regarded as in-situ composite materials such as HMS, the spher-

oidisation of the graphite flakes obtained e.g. byMg additions leads

to superior ductility of the cast materials due to reduced stress

concentrations at the graphite/ferrite interfaces and due to the

improvement of the volume/surface ratio of the graphite particles

[3]. Also, the more spherical the particles are, the better they

contribute to the elastic stiffness increase of a composite material

[38]. Furthermore, decreasing the size and enhancing the disper-

sion of the dispersoids or respectively particles is well known to

effectively strengthen the bulk composite material, which is

exploited for instance in ferritic martensitic dual phase steels

[39,40], precipitation-hardened Al-alloys or maraging steels [3,4].

In order to generate HMS with superior mechanical and physical

properties, alloy design and processing strategy should thus aim at

an even distribution of small and spherical particles in a stiff and

ductile metallic matrix.

In the alloy system studied here, the primary TiB2 particles

remained essentially unaffected by alloying, i.e. they prevailed as

coarse and sharp-edged squares independent of the chosen alloy-

ing element, i.e. as hexagons or more irregular polygons in all cases

except for alloys blended with Zr (Fig. 2), where they were shaped

as elongated flakes similar to in-situ formed ZrB2 [41]. This appears

reasonable in light of the observed large amounts of dissolved Zr

(Fig. 7) and thewide solubility range between ZrB2 and TiB2 [42,43].

Co on the other hand most strongly reduced the average size and

scatter of the primary particles in the as-cast state (Figs. 2 and 3). Si,

V and Ta led to the smallest eutectic particles, Fig. 5a, Cr to their

most even, i.e. homogeneous dispersion (Fig. 4a) whereas Cr, Mo,

Fig. 10. XRD analysis of the FeeTiB2 base alloy base together with spectra for V, Nb and Zr additions: (a) diffractograms, (b) derived lattice parameters and c/a ratio for TiB2 particles.

Fig. 11. Nanohardness and reduced Young Modulus values for different alloying additions: (a) TiB2 particles and (b) Fe-a matrix.
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Mn, Al, V and Ta resulted in the smallest aspect ratio of the eutectic

particles in the as-cast state (Fig. 5b). Interestingly, most of these

elements were not dissolved within the TiB2 particles in noticeable

amounts (Fig. 8). The reasons for these pronounced alterations of

the particles size and morphology thus remain the subject of future

work deploying higher resolution characterisation techniques. A

possible reason for the changes of the eutectic morphology could

be a ‘poisoning’ of the nucleation sites by intermetallic compounds

as it was observed for AleSi alloys, where ppm additions of Sb, Ca,

Na, or Sr lead to intermetallic compounds like Al2Si2Sr, which in

turn reduce the nucleation frequency of the eutectic Si phase

[44e48]. It could be speculated that the size of the temperature

range of solidification might be linked to the size of the TiB2 par-

ticles, i.e. that the size of primary and eutectic particles increases

with the intervals between liquidus and eutectic temperature and

eutectic and solidus temperature, respectively. However, no such

trends can be observed when comparing our experimental data

(Figs. 2 and 4) with respective thermodynamic calculations

(Fig. 12). It should be repeated, though, that the FeeTiB2 phase

diagram has not been unambiguously determined yet and more

experimental data is needed for straightforward predictions of the

solidification behaviour of HMS alloys.

From the presented results, utilising additions of Co (for small

primary particles) and Cr (for small and well dispersed eutectic

particles) seems to be the most promising starting point for future

alloy design pathways for in-situ synthesised HMS. Both elements

do not appear to deteriorate the Er values of TiB2 particles strongly

(Fig. 11a) and have the additional effect of increasing E of binary Fe

alloys, i.e. here thematrix [31]. Mo and V on the other hand, which -

as mentioned above-improve the size and aspect ratio of eutectic

particles, readily lead to the formation of intermetallic compounds.

The latter compounds are highly undesired as they are also inher-

ently brittle but typically not effective in increasing the E/r ratio.

Hence, instead of using these comparatively costly elements,

exploiting the pronounced spheroidising effects of annealing

(Fig. 6) opens thus a much more appealing microstructure design

strategy. However, especially when combined with additional

deformation such as encountered in hot rolling, possible fracture

and delamination of particles (and thus decrease of E and ductility

of the bulk steel) due to stresses caused by thermal expansion and

shear stresses need to be avoided [49]. Hence the associated pro-

cessing parameters need to be chosen carefully, also to minimise

unwanted coarsening of the primary particles.

Apart from these changes on the particles, another important

aspect for the use of alloying elements is the alteration of the

mechanical properties of the matrix. In case of HMS, the strength

level, deformation mechanisms, damage tolerance etc. could be

thereby adapted to optimise the co-deformation with the hard and

stiff particles during mechanical loading. This could be achieved by

Mn additions, as this element appears to be relatively neutral on

the particle properties and their morphology, leads to the highest Er
values of TiB2 in our measurements, and can be effectively utilised

to achieve stronger and/or more ductile matrices (f. e. austenitic,

martensitic or combinations of both) than the ferritic ones which

have been the subject of most previous studies [5e9,50,51]. Ni on

the other hand is not only more expensive than Mn, but appears

also to act detrimental on the particles size and morphology ac-

cording to our results. Also, the respective physical properties of

such alteredmatrices, namely the lower E of austenitic compared to

ferritic Fe, need to be taken into account [32]. The effects of inter-

stitial elements carbon and nitrogen are not as readily described as

the substitutional elements used in this study, as they strongly

interact with Ti both, during solidification and in the solid state, and

thus most likely forms Ti carbides and nitrides in favour of borides.

The combined effects of alloying elements, processing parameters

and their complex interaction on the resulting microstructures

need to be evaluated in the bulk HMS, andmay need to be balanced

in order to meet the specific goals of the chosen application in

terms of both physical and mechanical properties. A promising

pathway may be to locally design the HMS microstructure [52] by

creating chemical and thereby constitutive gradients around the

hard and stiff diboride particles (core-shell-type structures of f. e.

ductile austenite surrounding TiB2), thus minimising the amount of

non-ferritic phase fractions and nonetheless improving the overall

mechanical performance of the composite material.

6. Summary and conclusions

Herewe presented a compositional andmicrostructure oriented

study on the development of in-situ metal matrix composite steels

with the aim to provide materials with increased elastic modulus

and reduced density. We systematically studied the effects of ad-

ditions of 5 wt.% of Cr, Ni, Co, Mo, W, Mn, Al, Si, V, Ta, Nb and Zr,

respectively, on TiB2 particles formed in-situ from hyper-eutectic

FeeTieB based melts. Morphology, size and dispersion as well as

the chemical compositions and crystal structures of the particles,

which enable to increase the stiffness/density ratio of steels, where

found to be drastically changed by the alloying additions and

additional annealing treatments. The following conclusions can be

drawn for the knowledge based alloy design of high modulus steels

with superior mechanical and physical properties:

(1) All alloying elements led to coarser primary TiB2 particles

compared to the base reference alloy which was synthesized

without any additions. Co, however, led to their most even

size distribution.

(2) Except for Ni, the eutectic particles for all alloying elements

where smaller than in the base alloy. Mo, Mn, Al, V, Ta and Cr,

led to smallest aspect ratio in the as-cast state, the latter also

to the most homogeneous distribution across the specimen.

(3) Ni, Co, Mn, Al and Si were not noticeably dissolved by the

TiB2 particles, whereas Cr and Mo were homogeneously and

W, V, Ta, Nb and Zr gradually distributed within them. No

clear relation between chemical composition, crystal struc-

ture and mechanical properties of the particles could be
Fig. 12. Liquidus-, eutectic- and solidus-temperatures of FeeTiB2 based composite

steels with different alloying additions predicted by Thermocalc calculations.
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observed. The observation of creating compositional gradi-

ents inside the particles, and/or of the surrounding matrix

(core-shell-structures) may open future pathways to render

the matrix and the particles mechanically more compliant.

(4) Annealing of the as-cast alloys led to slight growth of pri-

mary but strong spheroidisation of the eutectic particles,

breaking up their network-like structure and decreasing

their aspect ratio. Only little effects of annealing on the

particles' chemical composition, crystal structure and me-

chanical properties could be observed.

(5) Based on our results and considering additional effects such

as the formation of intermetallic compounds and alloying

prices, the most promising starting point for the alloy design

of novel HMS seems to be working with additions of Co and

Cr for particle modification and using Mn to adapt the ma-

trix' microstructure. Future work will address the possible

superposition of the studied effects of alloying elements, the

more complex case of the interstitial carbon as well as the

investigation of optimisation and exploitation of thermo-

(mechanical) processing.
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